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Of Polls and Prestige:
One Faculty Member's
Candid Views

Richard 0. Lempert
The latest ranking of law schools, this one by U.S. News & World Report, is out,*
and the University of Michigan Law School is ranked 7th. At most schools such a ranking would be a cause for joy, but since Michigan has been ranked between 2nd and 5th
in similar rankings over the past 15 years, seventh place might give the impression that
we are slipping.
For those who are so worried, there is good news, and there is bad news. The good
news is that the U.S. News poll should not be taken seriously; it is fundamentally
flawed and in its very construction biased against the Univ~rsity of Michigan and
similar schools. (Harvard Law School is ranked 5th; the University of California at
Berkeley 13th.) The bad news is that the polls that ranked Michigan between 2nd and
5th aren't worth very much either, and the U.S. News ranking is published in a widely
distributed guide and so may influence the choices of some students trying to decide
which of several law schools to attend.
The U.S. News rankings are flawed both in the measures that are combined into an
overall ranking and in the fact that widely disparate measures are combined. Combining measures such as prestige among judges, placement success and tuition is akin to
combining measures of the quality of apples, lamb and soda straws and
using them to rate the overall quality of grocery stores; one might be able to
carry out the exercise, but unless there is a high correlation among measures, the
final rankings are arbitrary and relatively meaningless.
Moreover, the formula which the U.S. News used to combine its ratings gave less
weight to the factors on which Michigan did best (reputation among academics, judges
and lawyers) than to factors that disadvantaged large schools, public schools and
schools located outside of certain urban areas. These biases reflect problems with the
*The ranking of law and other professional schools appeared in the March 19, 1990, issue of

U.S. News and World Report.
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study design rather than an animus against Michigan, but it is the case that among
the nation's leading law schools Michigan (along with Berkeley and to some extent
Harvard) seems peculiarly disadvantaged by the various biases built into the study.
The first two measures that U.S. News provides are measures of each school's reputation among law school deans and associate deans on the one hand (Michigan is 5th)
and lawyers and judges on the other (Michigan is ranked 4th). Since Michigan did better on these measures than on any others, it would be nice to believe that these rankings
are sound measures; but they are not. U.S. News reports 47 percent of the questionnaires it sent out were returned~ a return rate that is according to U.S. News, "far in
excess of what is considered statistically significant." The claim is nonsense; there is
nothing statistically significant about a response rate of 47 percent or even one of 97
percent, for that matter. It is true that if enough questionnaires are sent out, a 47 percent rate of return will yield enough responses so that even weak relationships in the
data are likely to be statistically significant, but so will a response rate of 4. 7 percent
or even .47 percent if enough questionnaires are sent out. The problem with a low response rate is not that relationships are unlikely to be statistically significant, but rather
that the sample of responses is biased so that what is revealed does not characterize the
population sampled.
From this perspective, a 47 percent response rate does not meet good social science
standards. It is too low to give one confidence that the responses received are unbiased
or that any biases are unimportant. Indeed, one possible bias in the academic data is
clear; many leading law schools spread the word that their deans and associate deans
did not intend to respond to the U.S. News survey; so, unless they changed their minds,
the group that is arguably in the best position to rate leading institutions is not well
represented in the U.S. News data. With respect to practitioners and judges, where
Michigan does best, the ratings may be tilted somewhat in Michigan's favor, for alumni
tend to puff their own schools and Michigan has more alumni than smaller schools of
comparable quality. This tilt toward Michigan might be offset, ho~ever, by a geographic tilt in the data; if more lawyers and judges who were polled (or responded)
were from coastal cities rather from the Midwest, one would expect schools in these regions to do better because there is also a tendency to know more about schools in one's
own region and, ordinarily, to rate more highly schools one is familiar with . Thus the
combination of small size and Midwestern location may explain why Chicago, a smallenrollment Midwestern school, does worse when rated by practitioners and judges
(7th) than in any other category.
Michigan, like a number of its peer schools, refused to give the U.S. News rating
team certain information. Those who spoke for Michigan were told that if information
was not provided, it would be estimated, and some sensed a veiled threat, a hint that if
estimates were used we would regret it. Whether the hint was intentional or even there
in the first place, we certainly regret the estimates used, although not our principled
refusal to provide what we consider to be confidential information. Michigan's average
LSAT score, which we did not provide, was estimated at 41 , supposedly on the basis
of the average LSAT of our peer schools. Yet the LSATs of the schools before and after
us in the rankings have actual LSATs of 43, and no school in the top 14 has an actual
LSAT as low as 41. (Number 11, Northwestern, has an estimated LSAT of 40; they
must feel as we do that their failure to provide what they regard as confidential information came back to haunt them .) Indeed, the only school in the top 25 rankings with
an LSAT of precisely 41 is Number 17 Southern California (Number IO Virginia gives
its average as 41.3). Why Southern California should be the only school in the top 25
that our estimated LSAT score matches is beyond me, but then the folks at Harvard
must have been at least as mystified when the U.S. News estimate of their placement
success placed them 18th in the placement-success ratings, one place behind Boston
College's estimated placement-success rate and one place ahead of Notre Dame's.
The LSAT score estimated for Michigan was too low. Indeed, had the average
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' In the law school survey 44% of the questionnaires sent to the law school deans and associate deans were returned while the questionnaires sent to lawyers and judges had a 51%
return rate.
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Starting salary differences
may reflect the locations in
which a school's graduates
choose to work, giving schools
in urban areas with large
firms that pay high starting
salaries a significant advantage over schools in other
areas where other law job
choices are more salient.

rounded LSAT score of Michigan's regular out-of-state admittees been used, no school
in the country would have reported a higher score. One, of course, might object that
that would have been misleading as well, for the school's average LSAT score is a blend
of resident and non-resident averages. Yet U.S. News did not apply such reasoning
when they reported estimated tuition. Here they reported not the average tuition paid
by all students in a school, but, for state schools, the non-resident tuition. 1v1oreover,
they did not attempt to correct this rate for typical living expenses or the availability
and terms of financial aid. Thus Michigan, which runs an extensive financial aid program, and which has a blended resident-non-resident tuition rate that is thousands of
dollars less than any school in the U.S. News top 10 except Virginia, does not appear
to be anything like the bargain that for more than one-third of its students it is. Alternatively, if the focus is on the school's position in the national rather than the resident
market, the school does not appear to be nearly as selective as it in fact is.
Selectivity, in fact, is another measure that U.S. News uses. It is based on acceptance
rates, average LSAT scores and average undergraduate gradepoint average. The University of Michigan is ranked 14th. This is another estimated measure. The undergraduate
gradepoint estimate is not separately reported, but one presumes that as with the LSAT
score it is an underestimate. Moreover, the LSAT appears in this ranking, which means
that the U.S. News misestimate is presented twice, once by itself and once in a selectivity index. While only the selectivity index is used in the overall rankings, the way
U.S. News presents its data makes it appear that Michigan ranks low on two separate
dimensions, selectivity and LSAT score. In fact there is only one dimension - selectivity, which is infected by the misestimated LSAT score. The bottom line for those
with children seeking to enter law school who may have rejoiced at the fact that the
University of Michigan is less selective than they thought, is stop rejoicing. Michigan,
particularly for non-resident applicants, is much more selective than the U.S. News
rankings indicate.
Average starting salary reported for University of Michigan graduates is $57 ,808,
substantially below the average starting salary of $69,095 reported for NYU graduates
or the average of $71,354 reported for Columbia, and at least several thousand dollars
below the average salaries reported for all but two other top 10 schools. These salary
differences, however, reflect the locations in which a school's graduates choose to
work, giving schools in urban areas with large firms that pay high starting salaries a
significant advantage over schools in other areas where other law job choices are more
salient. Not only do the starting salaries reported not reflect the quality of the jobs that
graduates take, but they do not do a very good job reflecting how students fare with
their take home income. NYU's and Columbia's graduates do well financially on the
average because a large portion of their graduates go to work for New York City law
firms. Yet, after taking into account the cost of living in New York City and the city
income tax, it is unlikely that they are financially very much better off than their counterparts at Michigan who choose to work in the large law firms of Detroit or Cleveland.
The fact is that many Michigan graduates could earn New York or Los Angeles salaries
if they wished; they choose not to because they feel they are better off in many ways
by going to other locations. Other of our graduates do go to cities like New York and
Los Angeles, which is one reason why in comparison with most of the country's law
schools our graduates appear to be financially very well off.
Average salaries are also presented twice in the rankings, for in addition to being
listed as a separate criterion, they are an aspect of the "placement success rank" and
included in the overall rankings as part of the latter index. Here Harvard, not Michigan, has the most to complain about. The U.S. News estimate of Harvard's starting
salary is $5,000 less than it is for Michigan graduates and $1,500 less than it is for the
overall No. 22, University of California at Davis. While Robert Morris, the U.S. News
researcher who is responsible for this estimate, believes it is a reasonable extrapolation from figures Harvard provided, even he doesn't trust the figures he was given!
Nevertheless, the data not only make it appear that Harvard graduates do comparatively
poorly salary wise, they are the key reason why Harvard is rated an unrealistic 18th in
' Personal communication.
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overall placement success and in turn depress Harvard's overall ranking, just as Michigan's 13th place rating on this dimension depresses its overall standing.
The placement success scale is also misleading because it is based in part on figures
for the proportion of graduates holding jobs three months after graduation. Michigan
could not provide these figures, for we only know the proportion of graduates holding
positions in surveys conducted at the end of the school year and about six months later.
We provided figures based on the graduation survey, not counting those who did not
respond to our inquiry. Our figures would have been higher had they been determined
three months later, but they would have been lower had we counted non-respondents in
the class base. More important is the fact that our placement director's conversations
with other placement directors indicates that the other top schools report almost
identical job placement records for their graduates, in excess of 95 percent except for
Chicago, which reports an unlikely 100 percent. (For some schools, not the most elite,
the three month cutoff for placement success is arbitrary in another way since their
graduates often find jobs only after they have passed a bar examination, which may be
six to nine months after graduation.)
Also figuring in the U.S. News placement success rate is the number of job recruiters
who visited each school compared with the number of each school's 1989 graduates.
While the incidence of on-campus recruiting is important to job opportunities and has
some validity, small differences on this measure have little relationship to job opportunities and may even be misleading. Nor is the measure unbiased. Because it is a
ratio, it is skewed in favor of smaller schools. Consider the situation at Michigan. In
1988-89 we had about two on-campus job interviewers for every student who graduated, and we would have had many more except that firms that seek to schedule
interviews drop out each year and some have ceased coming because no student wants
to interview with them. At the point where opportunities go begging, it hardly makes
sense to treat additional opportunities as especially important. Moreover, a smaller
school, like Chicago, Pennsylvania or Duke, will do better on this 'ineasure than Michigan even if its graduates have several hundred fewer law firms seeking their students'
services. Similarly, the use of a ratio means that Michigan may do better on this measure
than schools larger than us, like Harvard or Georgetown, even if we are offering our
graduates fewer choices than they are.
Graduation rate rank is another interesting statistic. Our rate, which is in excess of
98 percent, left us tied with Yale for 11th on this dimension. Yet the difference between
a 98-point-something graduation rate within three years of admission and a 95 percent
or even a 100 percent graduation rate is so small that it should count for nothing.
Clearly differences this small on graduation rate provide no valid way of ranking
schools. The order of schools so close together will change yearly by the fortuities of
which school has several students who transfer because of spouses' jobs, or drop out
for a year to work in an election campaign, or have adjustment problems that lead them
to flunk, quit or transfer.
Finally, there is the instructional resource rank, a measure tilted strongly in favor
of smaller schools and schools with large teacher-intensive clinical programs or large
numbers of part-time faculty. Michigan is 27th on this dimension, its worst showing
by far on any ranking. Some of the measures that make up this index, like money spent
per student or student-faculty ratio, appear to have some plausibility, but even these
have problems. For example, since faculty salaries are the largest single law school ·
expense, including both money spent per student and student-faculty ratio in some
measure double counts the student-faculty ratio. Also, the use of student-faculty ratio
as a key component of instructional resources does not recognize the benefits of a
broad curriculum. Students at a large school with, for example, 60 different course offerings may be better off academically, even if their average class is larger, than that of
their counterparts at a smaller school that has a better student-faculty ratio but offers
only 40 courses to choose from. Moreover, U.S. News did not estimate full-time
equivalents but calculated separate student faculty ratios for full- and part-time instructors and combined them. Not only might this lead a school that uses many part-time
instructors to appear better off than one, like Michigan, that eschews part-time adjuncts in favor of full-time faculty, but it also ignores the fact that many apparently full-
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time faculty have leaves or joint appointments that mean their availability to students is
less than full time.
For me the quality of the U.S. News survey is symbolized by another component of
instructional resources; this is the report's measure of the availability of books and
periodicals to students. It is not a measure of library size or acquisition rates; rather it
standardizes library holdings on a per capita (I assume this means per student) basis.
This might make sense if at the end of the year all of a library's volumes were distributed equally among the students. But it makes no sense as a measure of the utility of a
library to students or faculty. Rather, a library is useful if it has the volumes one needs
available when one wants them . Other things being equal, the larger a library and the
more extensive its collection, the more likely it will be to hold a book that is needed.
While some volumes may be needed so frequently that per capita availability might be
a measure of the library's utility, law libraries purchase such volumes in multiple copies
to meet student needs. Since such volumes are only a tiny fraction of any law library's
holdings, they cannot even be loosely estimated from an overall per capita book rate.
This use of a per capita book rate as a measure for assessing instructional resources
nicely symbolizes the ways in which the U.S. News survey misunderstands both legal
education and the requisites of good social science. Yet U.S. News will be distributing
its guide to professional schools to people who may have similarly limited understandings of what legal education and social science are about. Thus, it may do
positive harm .
What about the other surveys? The ones that rank Michigan from second to fifth .
Are they any better? It would be nice to be able to say that they are, but the truth is that
they, too, have their flaws. While I have not reviewed them recently, as I recall, most
are prestige surveys; they ask knowledgeable respondents - usually law school deans
- to rank different schools. One problem is that they almost invariably suffer from the
kinds of low response rate that may bias the reputational surveys in the U.S. News rankings. Also, there is an ambiguity to some surveys in that they ask respondents to list
the top 5 or 10 schools and base overall rankings on the proportion of times a school is
mentioned in the top 5 or IO . A school consistently mentioned as one of the top schools
but never thought of as best may come out on top of the rankings while one that is often
thought of as first but omitted by some respondents for largely idiosyncratic reasons
will do less well. Moreover, the surveys only reflect prestige; they do not reflect quality. Despite its failure of execution, the U.S. News effort may be commended for its
attempt to identify features that relate to the quality of education students receive.
But the U.S. News failure should be a reminder of how difficult it is to make qualitative rankings.
If the polls are no guide, is there nothing that can be said about the relative quality
of different law schools? There is, in fact, a lot that can be. said, and almost any law
professor can say it. However, what is said will differ from person to person. I can only
give my views as one observer of the law school scene. These views do not even pretend to be scientific, for my knowledge of all law schools but Michigan is based in
large measure on gossip and hearsay. Moreover, I may exhibit a "home school bias,"
just as people at other schools may be likely to overrate them vis-a-vis what a truly
neutral observer might report. This is not because I wish to give Michigan an undeserved boost, but because I know Michigan much better than any other school.
For example, I can judge colleagues' scholarship on work in progress, but I can
judge scholarship at other schools only by what appears in print.
There are seven schools that for some time have been regarded as being relatively
close in quality and the nation's best. They are, in alphabetical order with the U.S.
News rankings in parentheses: Berkeley (13), Chicago (2), Columbia (4), Harvard (5),
Michigan (7), Stanford (3) and Yale (I). In addition, there are perhaps IO other schools
that might plausibly argue that they should be added to this list or, indeed, displace
some school from it. These include Georgetown (12), Northwestern (11), NYU (6),
Pennsylvania (9), UCLA (16) and Virginia (10) among others, but for expository
purposes I shall only refer to the first seven schools I have listed.
One may rank these schools in a variety of ways, but in almost every ranking marginal differences between some or all of them will be small, and for most schools there

will often be little consensus about what the precise relative positions are. Indeed, in
most instances the situation is like that which Consumer Reports warns readers about
when it ranks audio equipment. Small differences between products that its instruments can record and rank are inaudible, it tells its readers, so the buyer should shop
based on price and personal tastes. It is the same for law schools. In terms of the education students receive and their career chances, students will ordinarily be better off
choosing among closely ranked law schools on the basis of how comfortable they expect to feel at the school rather than on the basis of perceived differences in faculty
quality or prestige. If value for money is the only consideration, no Michigan resident
should ever go any place but Michigan and no California resident should go any place
but Berkeley (except possibly UCLA). If the educational experience is the prime consideration, there are happy and unhappy students at all law schools. The only school
that seems in recent years to have a consistent edge is Yale. For certain types of students at least, the Yale educational experience appears exceptional. Yale students are
reportedly less hung up on grades and more willing to engage in lively intellectual interchanges than students at other law schools. The difference is most pronounced in the
classroom, but may exist outside of class as well. It may be one reason why Yale sends
a disproportionate number of its graduates into law school teaching.
In terms of prestige, there are measures that matter more and are more reliable
than the ambiguous responses of a fraction of law school deans to mail surveys. Law
schools compete for young faculty, for senior faculty and for students. A good measure
of the way those most involved view the relative prestige of institutions is by the
choices that they make. But these choices are themselves ambiguous. Junior and senior
faculty may locate at schools because of the desire to be in a particular locale or to
enjoy a particular life style, or because of a spouse's preferences rather than because
of their judgment of relative prestige. Moreover, what is unobserved are the numbers
of faculty at particular law schools who could move but stay put. I have, for example,
a number of colleagues who might have been at other top schools h!td they wished to
move, but chose to remain in Ann Arbor. Student judgments of prestige, on the other
hand, are often ill-informed and quite localized. Student choices are also influenced,
as perhaps they should be, by the prospect of living in a warm climate or attending a
school with a big-time football team.
With these caveats and the clear warning that prestige should not be confused with
quality, Harvard has the best claim to being the nation's most prestigious law school.
It is the only law school that seems able to recruit senior faculty from the other leading
law schools while almost never losing its senior faculty to these institutions. It similarly
tends to enroll students who have competing offers from other schools, and it generally
attracts those junior faculty to whom it offers positions. Yale would probably be second
on these behavioral measures of prestige, with Stanford, no doubt aided by its sunny
climate, third. Michigan, Chicago, Columbia and Berkeley seem to be ranked more
or less together on these behavioral measures of prestige. Both students and faculty
choose among these schools in an unsystematic way. Some years, for example, a majority of students jointly admitted at Columbia or Chicago will come to Michigan and
some years Columbia or Chicago may be slightly ahead. Competition for faculty seems
to yield similarly inconsistent results.
With respect to faculty quality, the primary way in which the law school community
judges quality is by publications. Every school I have listed has some outstanding faculty regarded as leading scholars in their field whom most if not all the other schools
would be happy to "steal" if they could, and every school has some people with only
slight scholarly reputations at best. Every school also has some faculty members whose
internal status far exceeds their extra-mural reputations. These are people who are
specially valued because they are excellent teachers, adept administrators, fonts of
wisdom, invaluable critics of their colleagues' work or even, on occasion, genuinely
brilliant despite a paucity of published work. Because faculty members value colleagues for these low-visibility reasons and because faculty members are both aware of
their colleagues unpublished work in process and specially attuned to their colleagues'
published work, every faculty is likely to see itself as intellectually stronger than peer
faculties see it. Nevertheless, scholarly production is visible and one can rank the
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various institutions.
From top to bottom, I believe that today the nation's strongest law faculty is Stanford. It wasn't always this way; in the 1970s Yale was probably at the top and 10 years
before that Chicago had the best claim. Stanford's claim to be No. 1 in scholarly
productivity exists not because its best people are clearly better than those at other
schools, but because it has a large number of people performing at a very high level
(with a particular concentration of strength among those who identify themselves with
the critical legal studies perspective) and relatively few who fall short.
Harvard is an interesting contrast. Harvard has a large number of leading scholars,
people that Michigan and other schools would be happy to hire if they could. But it also
has many people who have stopped publishing significant work or who never produced
much significant work to begin with. While there is no doubt that Harvard is a very
strong school, its overall intellectual strength does not match the prestige accorded it.
Scholarship may be Michigan's strongest point; indeed, if one ranks law schools by the
books the schools' faculties have produced rather than by the schools' contributions
to the article literature, a good case can be made that Michigan has no peer, including
Stanford. But as with so many of the other comparative judgments that one might reach
about the nation's leading law schools, most differences are marginal and only look
large because one is focusing on differences.
In sum, it is difficult to come up with a meaningful, reliable ranking of the nation's
law schools. Any composite ranking will be adding apples, lamb and soda straws
which, while it may yield a number, will tell no one very much about which school is
best for what tastes or purposes. While certain meaningful groupings might be made
and even closely ranked top schools may to some degree be distinguished on relevant
dimensions, in most cases distinctions among schools within the same group or at
group borders are likely to be small, and any formal ranking system that seeks to capture such distinctions is likely to be idiosyncratic or of questionable validity at best.
Thus, while the U.S~ News report may be a bad example of how to go about the ranking
enterprise, there may be no especially good model to follow.
From one perspective it hardly matters. A student can get an excellent legal education at any of the leading law schools (and at many others as well). Graduates from any
of the leading law schools have a variety of career paths open to them, and most will
get jobs commensurate with their tastes and law school performance. Faculty members
will similarly find supportive environments for creative scholarship at the institutions
I have grouped at the top and at many other schools as well. Lawyers, even the most
demanding , will find that most graduates of any of the highly ranked schools perform
well in practice as do many graduates of lower-ranked institutions.
From another perspective, rankings do matter if people take them seriously.
Students may be guided and even misled in their choice ~f schools, and school
reputations may be perversely affected by the very rankings that purport to measure
reputation. I would, I must admit, not have attempted to document the many flaws in
the U.S. News rankings had they purported to show that Michigan was No. I among
American law schools rather than No. 7. So if the next poll lists Michigan as No. 1,
forget what you read here, even though it will remain true. And there will be a next
poll . However much and however justly they are criticized, rankings are here to stay.

